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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

National Election Watch (NEW) is a coalition of civil society organizations and 

international and national NGOs established primarily to observe the 

electioneering process.  With support from NDI for local observations, NEW has 

observed elections since 2002.  In 2007, NEW, for the first time, administered its 

observation process as well as observing and reporting.  NEW‟s role for the 

elections was to enhance citizens‟ participation and ensure a transparent 

electioneering process by: 

 Observing not only polling day but the entire electoral process  

 Having an Observer in every polling station and 

 Preparing a situational report with appropriate recommendations. 

 

To fulfil its commitment, NEW observed the entire electoral process, deployed 

Observers in 90% of all polling stations, engaged the citizenry through its media 

strategy, closely observed the activities of all stakeholders in the process and wrote 

reports and/or issued press statements with recommendations at each stage in the 

electoral process. 

 

Boundary Delimitation Exercise – NEW felt that NEC did a good job of the 

communication and consultation during this process and the results were accepted 

overall.  

 

Voter Registration Process – NEW commended NEC on the conduct of the voter 

registration process which began on 26
th
 February 2007 and was peacefully 

concluded on 18
th

 March 2007.  NEC and its stakeholders created a conducive 

environment for holding the voter registration, won the confidence of the people of 

Sierra Leone and gained credibility as an independent, trustworthy and capable 

institution.  Participation by Civil Society organisations could have been 

strengthened through more strategic access to funding and district level 

mobilization.  The atmosphere was peaceful and NEW acknowledged the role 

played by the army and the police in the process. 
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Exhibition of the Provisional Voters Register – Electorate turnout at the 

exhibition was very low, with few political party agents and Observers.  The 

location of the exhibition sites were in some places inappropriate, with apparent 

minimal resources to support the process.  It was observed that the centers opened 

late and closed early and only one NEC person manned each centre.  The register 

was not displayed publicly therefore the voters were not able to raise objections on 

information they might have of their household or neighbourhood. 

 

NEW also attributed this apathy in the process to the very low priority assigned to 

the exercise by NEC officials, political parties and other stakeholders and the claim 

that people would be able to vote with their voter ID cards whether they were 

verified or not.  NEW believed that the voter registration exhibition provided an 

opportunity to strengthen the electoral education process and urged NEC and other 

stakeholders to seize the opportunity to ensure adequate information was being 

disseminated to the general public. 

 

Nomination of Candidates – NEW observed that the overall Presidential and 

Parliamentary nomination process was well organized by the staff of the National 

Electoral Commission with cooperation from all Political Parties.   It was a 

successful and well-organized process, resulting in responsible and mature conduct 

by the respective groups and their leadership. 

 

Campaigning – NEW did not observe the campaigning process in a systematic 

way prior to the election.  Campaigning was robust and vigorous but lacked voter 

education. 

 

Presidential and Parliamentary Election – NEW fielded over 6100 Observers to 

observe polling around the country.  The objectives for polling day were: 

 To cover a representative sample of polling stations from which to draw 

statistical information which was sent by text into a database; 

 To conduct a parallel vote count on the Presidential election and 

 To establish a problem solving mechanism to handle information about 

conflicts taking place at district level. 
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Overall, NEW found the first round of general elections to be credible and free. 

While violence was a concern in the pre-election period, Election Day was by and 

large violence free.  Nearly 25% of polling stations opened late. This was 

particularly a problem in Western Urban.  Around 6% of the national sample 

indicated there was active campaigning in or around the polling stations.  This was 

noted particularly in Koinadugu District and, to a lesser extent, in Port Loko 

District. Campaign materials were noted in the vicinity of nearly 14% of polling 

stations, particularly in Kenema, Kono and Port Loko Districts.  Nearly all polling 

stations reported that officials respected the procedures for blind, physically 

challenged and aged people. 

 

Presidential Run Off Election – 5,278 NEW Observers were deployed giving 

coverage to about 80% of polling stations across the country.  Security was the 

biggest issue coming into the run-off.  Communities were divided and worried 

about the process of this highly contested second round into which the ruling party 

came as the underdog.  While there were isolated cases of violence, overall the 

election was peaceful. 

 

While over-voting occurred in previous elections in 1996 and 2002, 2007 was the 

first election where there were consequences.  It came as a surprise to the political 

parties and the electorate as the historical pattern of behavior had not had 

consequences previously.  This is a precedent that NEC has now established and 

some rules and guidelines around these issues should be agreed on by all 

stakeholders for the future.  

 

Recommendations – Based on our observations, NEW respectfully submits the 

following recommendations to the NEC, political parties, civil society and the 

International Community. 

 

National Electoral Commission (NEC)  
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 NEC to consider holding elections in dry season when preparing the electoral 

calendar for future elections.  Election Day activities were not significantly 

affected by the weather; however, the rainy season presented logistical 

problems for the operations of the NEC, political parties and Observer groups in 

the days leading up to the election.  

 Voter education efforts should be strengthened.  The NEC and political parties 

have an obligation to better inform voters about all aspects of the electoral 

process.  Uncoordinated and inconsistent voter education resulted in low levels 

of participation in the exhibition and challenges process as well as an 

unacceptable number of void votes. The structure that was established at 

national level for voter education should be replicated at district level to ensure 

maximum participation with district stakeholders and to strengthen voter 

education and civil society groups should be resourced through the basket fund 

to support coordinated voter education campaigns. 

 The Electoral Act should be revisited to include provisions that will address 

over-voting to provide clear guidelines as to the consequences to those 

implementing the law.  

 

Political Parties  

 Political parties must act responsibly when disseminating information to voters 

about the electoral process and participate more effectively in the voter 

education campaigns. NEW encourages candidates to lend their active support 

to peaceful elections in the future. Misstatements and misrepresentation fueled 

distrust and tension which led to electoral violence in some areas. 

 Political parties should take on board the PPRC code of conduct and educate 

their membership on it.    Activities of political party supporters were at times 

disruptive to the process. While it does not appear that party leaders directed 

these activities, the party has responsibility for controlling and constructively 

channeling the enthusiasm of its supporters. 

 Political parties should respect the rule of law as the highest standard and they 

should be encouraged to apply the rule to their members.  NEW was 

disappointed by the intimidation tactics of the political parties that used their radio 

stations to incite party stalwarts, making inflammatory statements and generally behaving 

against the IMC code for the media. 
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 Civil Society 

 NEW encourages civil society organizations to develop a constructive and well-coordinated 

platform for voter education around future elections.    Voter education efforts by civil society 

could have been better coordinated at a regional level and applied at district level. 

 Civil society has to act collectively and aggressively to ensure adequate funding for voter 

education is accessed and applied to district level activities. 

 Civil society should provide the required support for electoral institutions such as the NEC, 

PPRC, and the Electoral Court to ensure successful elections. Civil Society missed 

opportunities to engage these institutions and facilitate better connections with the public. 

 

International Community 

 NEW encourages the International Community to sustain their support for the NEC and other 

electoral bodies and to consider providing additional support for political party agents, civil 

society and voter education efforts. This election was well managed in part because of 

international support for electoral bodies. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

National Election Watch (NEW) is a coalition of civil society organizations and international and 

national NGOs established primarily to observe the electioneering process.  With support from 

the National Democratic Institute for International Affairs (NDI) for local observations, NEW 

has observed elections since 2002.  In 2007, NEW, for the first time, administered its observation 

process as well as observing and reporting.  Since its formation the coalition has actively 

observed the 2002 presidential and parliamentary elections and the 2004 local council elections 

although NEW had limited coverage of the 2002 election with 1200 Observers and 1500 

Observers in 2004.  NEW observed only the polling day activities for these two elections and not 

the entire electoral process.  Besides the domestic observation of elections in Sierra Leone, NEW 

also has experience observing elections in other countries including Liberia, Uganda, Nigeria and 

Senegal. 

NEW believes that it is important for the people of Sierra Leone and for the stability of the 

country that the 2007 National Elections and 2008 Local Council Elections, as well as related 

activities before and after the actual election, be free and fair.  NEW committed itself to play a 

vital role to ensure this happened, and so started an internal review process for an effective 

observation of both the 2007 presidential and parliamentary, and 2008 local council elections.  

This process resulted in a one-day strategic planning session on 12
th

 November 2005 at the Sierra 

Leone Teachers Union Hotel 5:10 which attracted more than 40 participants from all over the 

country.  This session provided an opportunity for the coalition to critically discuss its 

achievements, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats and comparative advantages as they 

prepared for the 2007 presidential and parliamentary elections.  NEW decided that its role for the 

elections would be to enhance citizens‟ participation and ensure a transparent electioneering 

process by: 

 Observing not only polling day but the entire electoral process  

 Having an Observer in every polling station and 

 Preparing a situational report with appropriate recommendations. 

 

To fulfil its commitment, NEW observed the entire electoral process, deployed Observers in 

90% of all polling stations, engaged the citizenry through its media strategy, closely observed the 

activities of all stakeholders in the process and wrote reports and/or issued press statements with 

recommendations at each stage in the electoral process.  The stages observed included: 

 Boundary delimitation exercise  

 Voter registration 

 Exhibition of the provisional voters register 

 NEC‟s recruitment process 

 Nomination of candidates 

 Campaigning 
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Figure 1 

 

 Presidential and parliamentary elections 

 Presidential run-off 

 Voter education 

 

The stakeholders NEW observed and reported to were the National Electoral Commission 

(NEC), The Political Parties Registration Commission (PPRC), Political parties, the Traditional 

leaders, The Sierra Leone Police, other Observers and, the electorate.   

 

2 BOUNDARY DELIMITATION EXERCISE 

The boundary delimitation exercise was the first exercise in the 2007 electoral process and this 

has not happened since 1985.  From the census that was conducted in 2004, the NEC undertook 

to delimit the constituencies based on the new demographics.  Overall the number of 

constituencies was reduced in some districts and increased in others.  This was a highly contested 

process because the political parties and the electorate did not understand how the census results, 

which are the basis for the boundary delimitation exercise, were to be used and therefore hadn‟t 

thought about where they wanted to be counted. NEW felt that NEC did a good job of the 

communication and consultation during this process and the results were accepted overall.   

 

3 VOTER REGISTRATION 

NEW commended NEC on the conduct of the voter registration process which began on 26
th

 

February 2007 and was peacefully concluded on 18
th

 March 2007.  NEC and its stakeholders 

created a conducive environment for holding the voter registration process and thus won the 

confidence of the people of Sierra Leone gaining credibility as an independent and trustworthy 

institution capable of meeting the challenges of conducting national elections in the country.  

Figure 1 indicates the overall 

trends from 1245 stations 

observed for 1 day per 

registration center during the 

process. 

The figures that came out 

indicated a lower turn out 

than the expected 2.7 million 

citizens with lower turn out 

for women.   Nevertheless the 

participation of civil society 

in the process and NEC‟s 

engagement with political 
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parties as well as working with other government institutions gave credence and legitimacy to 

the process, especially in light of high political tensions present. 

NEW fielded 187 Observers of which 32% were women covering a total of 1245 voter 

registration centers.  NEW‟s strategy was to deploy a minimum of 10 Observers per district (2 

Observers for every five constituencies per district).  As Table 1 shows, some districts fielded 

more Observers and only 21% of the voter registration centers (VRC) observed by NEW had 

other Observers present.  NEW Regional Coordinators organized their District Coordinators.  

Five (5) people from the NEW Secretariat spent 10 days in the field with the District 

Coordinators supporting supervision of the Observers.  

Table 1:  NEW deployment by region 

 
# of 

Observers 

% of Female 

Observers 

# of VRC's 

Observed 

Northern Province 61 28% 405 

Southern Province 58 40% 406 

Eastern Province 48 40% 294 

Western Region 20 5% 140 

Total 187 32% 1245 

 

A national meeting of Regional and District Coordinators of NEW was convened on the 22
nd

/23
rd

 

March 2007 to report on its observations on the voter registration process.  NEW offered these 

observations and recommendations in the report on the voter registration process.   

Intimidation:  The level of intimidation in the voter registration process while localized to a few 

highly competitive areas was of grave concern to NEW.  The intimidation of electoral officers, 

registrars and Observers (party agents) by government officers, party members and citizens 

respectively was a behaviour that NEW denounced as unacceptable to all Sierra Leoneans.  

Incidents in Kenema with government officials, Bo and Tongo with party officials and in 

Goderich with citizens were unwelcome developments.  Despite the highly charged nature of the 

political tension, established processes that should be followed and respected existed for the 

electoral process to be free and fair.   

The institutions responsible for ensuring a free and fair election such as the Police, the Political 

Parties Registration Commission and the National Electoral commission were entreated to ensure 

that the cases that were lodged with the Police should be dealt with in a fair and impartial 

manner.  The adherence to the rule of law and the provisions of the electoral code was 

considered an important discipline for all parties in the process.   

As the competitive process of campaigning opened, the PPRC (Political Parties Registration 

Commission) was requested to ensure that district level structures were in place to monitor the 
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PPRC Code of Conduct and engage with the political parties and their supporters to ensure 

compliance.   

Election Staff:  There were strategic times in the registration process when NEC Commissioners 

were expected to be highly visible in the regions to protect the interest of the electoral process, 

their staff and the interests of NEC.  The Commissioner of the South and the Chief 

Commissioner were highly visible however the Commissioner for the Eastern Region was 

notably absent particularly during a key period of tension in Kenema.  His absence was noted in 

Kenema where electoral staff were brought into a forum for a contested process where the 

Commissioner should have been.  His inability to put out a statement about the forum raised 

questions about his commitment to the electoral process.  This was of concern to NEW as the 

Commission was put in place to protect the interests of NEC and the electoral process in those 

regions.  Their absence exposed the electoral officers and the electoral process to risk. 

District Election officers were noted as hard working and, for the most part, did their job well.  

The Registration Centre Monitors (RCMs) were not visible in Kailahun because they had no 

transport; however they were present in the other districts.  Their responsibility to supervise and 

support the registrars was very important and they needed to be better resourced to strengthen the 

overall coordination and problem solving which was their role.   

It appeared that the new group of people who were hired as Registrars were, in some cases, not 

in full control of their stations.  Isolated incidents such as in Balmoiya, Bonthe District were 

reported.  For example, unauthorized people moved registration centers to different locations and 

parallel registration by party agents was widespread in the first week of the process.  A series of 

factors contributed to uneven performance across the country.  These included lack of means of 

communication with their Registration Center Monitors (RCMs) and supervisors.  The following 

issues point to the need to increase the training of registrars: 

 Indelible ink was not used to mark thumbs  

 The wrong thumbs were marked 

 RCMs insisted that everyone use a thumbprint for identification 

 They talked to the press 

 Poor interpersonal skills and lack of professionalism were noted 

 Party agents were used to fill in the forms. 

 

Except in Port Loko, it was reported that registrars had nametags without photos allowing for 

substitution with others using the same name.  It was also noted that some of the registrars were 

not recruited from within the constituency and therefore travel time to reach to the centre 

reportedly resulted in centers opening late and closing early. 

Despite the policy to exclude teachers in the recruitment process there were a number of teachers 

included.  In Tonkolili, Port Loko and Kailahun, school principals were recruited as registration 
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center monitors and in Kailahun it was reported that at the secondary schools senior students 

were teaching junior students as the teachers were all out of the classes.     

Location of Voter Registration Centres:  The location of the voter registration centres was the 

most frequent complaint registered by NEW.  In many instances the centres, which were 

clustered together, were not strategically located (Moriba town in Imperie Chiefdom, 

Lenkenkoro in Koinadugu District and Gendema in Sorogbema chiefdom in Pujehun District) 

and the distances were too far for many people to go and register.  The clustering of voter 

registration centres did not appear to be strategic and, in many cases, eliminated voters by being 

close to district boundaries (Moriba town) or requiring too much travel (Koinadugu) which was a 

huge disincentive to the population to register.  The issue of clustering was particularly noted in 

Freetown.  Distance was a major disincentive to register for many eligible citizens particularly 

the elderly, women, the physically challenged and the sick.   

Furthermore the quota system, which allocated a specific number of registrants at each voter 

registration centre, also disenfranchised some people.  In some stations, as the quota was met the 

station closed and the information provided to registrants to locate alternative sites was 

inadequate.   Lack of information on the boundary delimitation exercise meant that citizens were 

not clear about where they should register within some constituencies.  In one instance NEW 

noted a community meeting (Kambia) where the population was informed that certain villages in 

the chiefdom were not in the main constituency but rather in another constituency.  There were 

posters that were intended to inform people of where they should vote for certain constituencies 

but these were for the most part not filled out appropriately and people didn‟t have adequate 

information. 

Voter Education:  The messages for voter education 

were available to only some of the population.  As 

displayed in the chart based on a sample taken by 

NEW, the time for registration took less than 10 

minutes.  However, NEW members thought that other 

issues got in the way of an effective voter education 

process.  Firstly the distance was a major factor, 

understanding of the new process around the 

constituency boundaries, the renaming of 

constituencies, for example Kono north east to a numbered system such as Kono 120, caused 

confusion as well as dissatisfaction in the boundary delimitation process.  As such new 

information demanded an intensive voter awareness process.  The political parties also did not 

have a planned voter education programme.   

It appeared that NEC was indecisive about the best method for voter education and eventually 

undertook the exercise and mobilized the civil society organizations (CSOs.)  However it was 

late when this decision was taken.  It was also reported the grants of Le 65,000 available for 

>5 mins

26%

>10 mins

53%

>15 mins

21%
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chiefdoms for transport was inadequate for the task. Questions remained about the mechanism 

for funding which likely affected the voter education process.  The basket fund administered by 

UNDP seemed solely for the use of the NEC and the political parties registration commission 

(PPRC).  “How do stakeholders other than NEC access the funding for voter education or other 

important processes?” was the unanswered question for the entirety of the electoral process.  

Interference:  NEW observed that interference in the process was widespread.  In the first week, 

party agents embarked on a parallel registration process which NEC quickly moved to correct.  

In other parts of the country especially in the east, Government officials, Members of Parliament 

and Paramount Chiefs reportedly blocked centres so people could not register or Observers could 

not do their job such as happened at SLC School in Kenema.  NEW considered this as 

unacceptable behaviour - more so from those elected representatives of people who should be 

providing an example of positive leadership with tolerance.   

Citizenship:  It was remarked by NEW that the movement to politicize citizenship by various 

political parties was an unwelcome development in Sierra Leone.  Clear guidelines by NEC put 

the onus of identification on the citizen with appropriate papers and/or identification by local 

authorities.   

Political Parties:  NEW commended the political parties for high level of mobilization for the 

voter registration process as 77% of the registration centers observed had party agents present.  

However political parties did not provide training for their agents nor did they provide voter 

education for their membership.  Political party agents were located in most of the voter 

registration centres observed and political intolerance remained an issue in the south, the east and 

in Western Urban area.  Untrained party agents who were ill informed about their role in the 

electoral process and the electoral laws inhibited the process, especially in the first week.  

Another concern was that Political leaders were silent on the reported incidents of intimidation 

and interference around the electoral process.  They did not actively support a peaceful and 

respectful process or publicly condemn unlawful behaviour and/or violence by their party 

supporters.  They did not appear to adhere to the rule of law and ensure commitment by their 

parties to the political parties registration commission PPRC Code of Conduct.  A further 

unacceptable behaviour was the fact that they used their own security agents rather than using 

the state sanctioned security people.  

Local Authorities:  NEC should encourage traditional leaders to support national processes of 

democratization including allowing Observers into their chiefdoms and allowing/ permitting free 

access to political parties.  They should encourage effective citizen participation in a neutral way. 

Furthermore, NEW encouraged religious leaders to educate their congregations about 

nonviolence and the way people should comport themselves.      

The table below derived from the NEW checklist is an indicator of trends of the performance of 

NEC for the voter registration process. 
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Table 2:  National Performance Trend questions answering Yes by percentage
1
 

Voter Registration 

NEW Incident Checklist 

% 

response 

Were there sufficient registration materials & equipment? 90% 

Were the equipment & materials working properly? 89% 

Was the registration at your centre conducted freely and fairly? 84% 

Has there been any report of incident, violence or disruption? 6% 

Have any complaints been filed? 6% 

Were there people who were not allowed to register who you think should have 

been registered? 
5% 

Has the centre been forced to close? 4% 

Were there people registered who shouldn't be? 4% 

Did you witness any attempt to bribe? 2% 

Was anybody registered and not given an electoral card? 2% 

Did you witness any attempt to intimidate a voter? 1% 

Was anybody given a card without being registered? 1% 

 

NEW commended NEC on their neutrality and independence displayed even under great 

pressure such as the registrar‟s strike in two constituencies in Freetown or the incidents of gross 

political interference in Kenema.  NEC‟s collaboration with other stakeholders was effective.    

However the CSO participation could have been strengthened through more strategic access to 

funding and district level mobilisation.   The atmosphere was peaceful and NEW acknowledged 

the role played by the army and the police in the process.  

 

4 EXHIBITION OF THE PROVISIONAL VOTERS REGISTER 

The exhibition of the provisional voters register was the next stage in the electoral process that 

was observed by NEW.  This exercise was done for voters over five days. The purpose was: 

 For voters to find out whether their names and correct information about them was in the 

register and 

 To know the polling station they were to vote on the day of election. 

 

NEW considered the exhibition of the provisional voters register a process to ensure a smooth 

polling day.  NEW Observers observed the first, the mid and the final day of the exercise.  Five 

Observers were deployed per district to observe three different exhibition centers for the three 

days observing one center per day from the start of the day onto the close of the day.   

                                                 
1 The method of collecting data while not statistically significant is of sufficient quantity to extract trends.   
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NEW was concerned about electorate apathy in the voter register exhibition, which was to lead 

to Sierra Leone‟s August 11
th

 Presidential and Parliamentary elections. NEW attributed the voter 

apathy trend to an uncoordinated and inconsistent voter education exercise in this election 

process. In a strategic meeting in Freetown where checklists from Observers of the exhibition 

process were collated and outcome discussed, NEW observed that NEC‟s information on the 

exhibition process was grossly inadequate, not widespread in the district and at times ambiguous.  

For example, some people were mistaking the voter register exhibition for the Government‟s 

tetanus inoculation programme.    

Consequently, electorate turnout at the exhibition was very low, with unenthusiastic political 

party agents rarely available and nominal presence of few Observers found in the process.  The 

location of the exhibition sites were in some places inappropriate, with apparent minimal 

resources to support the process.  It was observed that the centers opened late and closed early 

and only one NEC personnel manned each centre.  NEW noted that the register was not 

displayed publicly therefore the voters were not able to raise objections on information they 

might have of their household or neighbourhood.  

NEW also attributed this apathy in the process to the very low priority assigned to the exercise 

by NEC officials, political parties and other stakeholders and the claim that people will be able to 

vote with their voter ID cards whether they were verified or not.  However, NEW believed that 

with the changes in the election process - change of election date and locations of polling stations 

for example, the voter registration exhibition provided an opportunity to strengthen the electoral 

education process. 

NEW urged NEC and other stakeholders to show more interest in the election education process 

to ensure adequate information dissemination to the general public.  NEW further recommended 

that Voter Education officers at district level should be resourced to coordinate district efforts.  

NEW also suggested that a NEC/stakeholder‟s forum be established to develop a national voter 

education strategy that would enhance the process by giving support to civil society 

organizations to broaden the scope and increase the momentum. 

 

5 NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES 

The NEW held its 8th national meeting in Koidu Town, Kono District, bringing together District 

and Regional Coordinators and the strategic management committee, to discuss the Presidential 

and Parliamentary nomination process.  At the national meeting NEW congratulated NEC and 

the Political Parties for a successful and well-organized process, resulting in responsible and 

mature conduct by the respective groups and their leadership.  NEW observed that the overall 

Presidential and Parliamentary nomination process was well organized by the staff of the 

National Electoral Commission and had cooperation from all Political Parties.  
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Security presence was adequate with domestic Observers from NEW well represented. NEC 

arranged the process in consultation with political parties resulting in a widely acclaimed 

transparent and accountable process thereby reducing tensions. 

Petitions were raised in the Moyamba, Bo, Kenema, Kambia, Bonthe, Bombali, Kailahun and 

Koinadugu districts targeting Members of Parliament and teachers who were still in government 

employment contravening the policy of potential candidates resigning one year prior to election.  

Most of these petitions were nullified for want of evidence 

Following this achievement, NEW urged political parties and their supporters to exercise that 

same level of tolerance exhibited in the nomination process during the Political campaign period 

and on polling day. Adherence to the Code of Conduct of the Political Parties Registration 

Commission (PPRC) and the Code of Ethics with NEC in their campaign regime was important 

to sustain peace and security in Sierra Leone.  

 

6 CAMPAIGNING 

NEW did not observe the campaigning process in a systematic way prior to the election.  

However, NEW wishes to comment that campaigning was robust and vigorous but was lacking 

in the area of voter education.  This was evident from the number of void votes that were 

eliminated during the counting process. 

 

7 PRESIDENTIAL AND PARLIAMENTARY ELECTION 

On Saturday, August 11
th

 NEW fielded over 6100 Observers to observe polling around the 

country.  Annex 1 contains details of how NEW deployed for the election and a summary of how 

NEW tried to deploy to every polling station.  The objectives for polling day were: 

 To cover a representative sample of polling stations from which to draw statistical 

information which was sent by text into a database. 

 To conduct a parallel vote count on the Presidential election and 

 To establish a problem solving mechanism to handle information about conflicts taking place 

at district level.   

   

In summary NEW offers the following statement on the first round of General Elections, based 

on a full analysis of all information received from its Observers. 
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7.1 Overall Findings 

 Overall, NEW found the first round of General elections to be credible and free. NEW 

congratulated the NEC, the government of Sierra Leone, the political parties and candidates, 

the police, civil society, and the people of Sierra Leone for exercising their democratic rights 

in a manner that lent respect to the nation 

 While violence was a concern in the pre-election period, Election Day was by and large 

violence free 

 Nearly 25% of polling stations opened late. This was particularly a problem in Western 

Urban. While this contributed to tension in some areas, queues were processed quickly and 

voters had ample opportunity to exercise their vote. 

 Around 6% of the national sample indicated there was active campaigning in or around the 

polling stations.  This was noted particularly in Koinadugu and, to a lesser extent, in Port 

Loko. Campaign materials were noted in the vicinity of nearly 14% of polling stations, 

particularly in Kenema, Kono and Port Loko. 

 Nearly all polling stations reported that officials respected the procedures for blind, 

physically challenged and aged people.   

7.1.1 Violence and Order 

Election Day violence was a great concern leading up to elections. Civil society organized 

around a peaceful election. Political parties publicly affirmed their commitment to a peaceful 

election. The government called on people to maintain the peace. NEW found that these efforts 

and the desire of citizens for peaceful elections were largely successful. NEW noted scattered 

incidents of violence or instances where NEC officials lost control of a polling station. These, 

occurrences were extremely rare and limited primarily to Western Urban.  

The police presence and conduct were significant factors in maintaining the peace even though it 

was noted that their coverage of polling stations was inadequate. Security staff did not interfere 

with the voting process. Their conduct was noted as cordial and civilized.  The presence of the 

Military Police was noted in key strategic areas in the run off and it helped to quell the 

possibility of violence on the Election Day.   

7.1.2 Election Administration 

The administration of the election was commended.  Nationally there were very few issues with 

election administration.  Most Observers found the NEC officials conducted themselves in a 

professional manner.  This was particularly impressive given the tremendous logistical 

challenges faced by the NEC. 
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The biggest problem with election administration was polling stations opening late. Nationally, 

nearly 25% of polling stations opened late. This was a particular problem in Western Urban 

where over half of NEW Observers reported that their polling station opened late. 

Other issues of significance included problems with ballots. Observers reported that there were 

not sufficient ballots at about 7% of polling stations. This was particularly a problem in Kenema, 

Port Loko, Kono, and Kailahun. 

Almost all of the polling stations did not have problems with the polling station setup.  A small 

number of polling stations did not guarantee secrecy of voting particularly in Western Urban, 

Kono and Moyamba where there were a few reports by Observers that secrecy of voting was not 

being guaranteed.  Also a very small number of stations reported that administration did not 

provide NEC staff with sufficient oversight because of problems with station setup particularly 

in Tonkolili, Bo and Western Area.  It was mainly reported that the set up didn‟t limit the 

presence of Observers although Koinadugu, Pujehun and Western Area Urban indicated minor 

problems.  There were minor reports that polling stations set up did not allow smooth flow of 

voting process particularly Western Urban, Kailahun and Moyamba. 

Most of the sample polling stations reported that voters were properly verified and inked 

although Koinadugu had a few problems with this.  Less than 10% indicated that voters without 

ID cards voted.  This was an issue reported in Koinadugu, Port Loko, Western Area Urban and 

less so in Kono, Kambia and Tonkolili.  Kambia and Kenema reported that voters with ID cards 

from other polling stations were being allowed to vote while nationally the number was 

insignificant.  Every polling station indicated that voters were marked with indelible ink.  

Western Area Urban indicated minor problems with verification and issuing procedures that 

were not respected. 

In the national sample almost all the polling stations reported that the voting procedures were 

properly conducted at the polling station except Bonthe which indicated some problems.   While 

practically all the sample reported that officials provided secrecy of voting, Koinadugu and 

Bonthe indicated some issues with this.  Bonthe reported that approximately 10% of voters did 

not receive both ballot papers.  All the polling stations reported that officials respected the 

procedures for blind, physically challenged and aged people.  Most of the sample felt that the 

officials managed the voting process properly although a few concerns were raised in Kenema, 

Kambia and Moyamba.   

7.1.3 Campaigning and Party Conduct  

Campaign activity in the vicinity of polling stations was noted in many locations and at times it 

contributed to tension, particularly around counting. NEW Observers noted campaign materials 

in the vicinity of 14% of polling stations. Active campaigning outside of the polling station 

occurred in 6% of polling stations, particularly in Koinadugu, Port Loko, Kailahun, Kambia and 

Moyamba. It did not appear that these activities were directed by party leadership, but rather 
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occurred when overzealous supporters took this upon themselves. These activities were reported 

to have been at times disruptive and even violent, particularly in the campaign period and during 

the counting process. 

7.1.4 Transparency and the Rights of Observers 

Civil society and political parties carefully scrutinized these elections. NEW noticed Observers 

from other areas of civil society at many polling stations. Political parties fielded a large number 

of agents. NEW Observer reports suggested approximately 4 party agents were present per 

polling station. 

The NEC did a superior job of preserving the rights of Sierra Leonean citizens to observe the 

election process. Observers and party agents were universally permitted access to all important 

parts of the process including the counting of votes. All NEW Observers were permitted to sign 

the count. 

7.1.5 Voter Turnout and Participation 

The enthusiastic turn out, starting in the dark hours of the morning, demonstrated an expression 

of the will of the public and its interest in and expectations for the governance of Sierra Leone. 

Despite the highly competitive nature of the contest, the electoral process was uniquely open and 

participative and fostered an atmosphere of positive expectations for the next government.  

While NEW did not collect statistics in this area, NEW noticed high levels of participation 

among women and youth. 

 

7.2 Conclusion 

The August 11th Presidential and Parliamentary election led to a second round of voting for 

Sierra Leoneans as not one of the three contenders for the position of President was able to 

receive the 55% required to be elected.  (In the first round the APC received 815,523 votes 

whilst the SLPP received 704,012 votes.) 

 

8 PRESIDENTIAL RUN-OFF ELECTION 

For the second round, held on September 8th, Solomon E Berewa (SLPP) ran for the ruling party 

against Earnest Bai Koroma (APC), the opposition contender.  This highly contested election 

raised tensions around the country as supporters for the remaining smaller parties lent their 

support to either of the two contenders. 

5,278 Observers were deployed to polling stations giving coverage to about 80% of polling 

stations across the country.  Out of this number a representative sample of 500 polling stations 

was selected for the Observers to report activities and incidents quickly into a database. All the 

Observers were given a checklist and three incident reporting forms to record their findings.  
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Information from the checklists of the representative sample 500 Observers was sent by text 

message into a database within 24 hours of the close of polling.  In addition, 4,403 checklists 

were received and entered into the database accounting for about 72% of total number of 

checklists issued. 

The incident reporting strategy provided another source of information for this report. NEW 

Observers could not interfere with the election process so the incident reporting strategy was 

developed to not only capture incidents but assist with problem solving through transfer of 

incident information to relevant authorities for their intervention and follow-up.  The 

methodology adopted here included having a District Incident Reporting Coordinator
2
 in each of 

the districts to which Observers as well as supervisors reported incidents.  The Coordinators in 

turn referred the information to the relevant authorities for appropriate action. 

After the elections NEW held a national meeting and brought together all 15 District 

Coordinators, 4 Regional Coordinators and secretaries and members of the strategic management 

committee of the coalition.  At this meeting, reports about the election from all the districts that 

was not captured through the checklists and incident reporting forms were shared.  This forum 

provided an opportunity for the stories around the incidents reported from each district to be 

discussed to bring out the causes of the incidents. 

NEW consulted with the national group and committed to observe the run off process to provide 

high quality, independent, post-election commentary.  These findings are captured from 

information from three main sources: 

 Observers deployed to 5,278 polling stations 

 Incident reporting 

 Informal observation. 

 

8.1 Overall Findings: 

8.1.1 Security 

Security was the biggest issue coming into the run-off.  Communities were divided and worried 

about the process of this highly contested second round into which the ruling party came as the 

underdog.  Districts such as Tonkolili, Koinadugu, and Port Loko that were historically divided 

between the two contending parties had the highest level of response in terms of inadequacy of 

security.  The southern districts also indicated their own fears because the traditional SLPP 

support was split by the entry of the PMDC, a new party.  This party split was expected to create 

some conflict in the south, which, in fact, it did.  

                                                 
2
 Fourteen District Incident Reporters were given a special one day training to enable them to discern what was to b 

e reported to the NEW database and how to handle the information coming in from the Observers and Supervisors.  

These positions were unaccredited and were solely an information conduit derived from Observers.   
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The election was considered tense everywhere except in Bombali district.  Every district report at 

the national meeting indicated that the people were apprehensive and feared the outbreak of 

violence except for Bombali where tranquility was reported.  Even though the election was 

generally free from violence it could not be labeled as peaceful because fear and intimidation 

was reported and quite widespread.  People did not go out to vote as early as they had for the 

presidential and parliamentary elections of September 11th 2007. 

 It was the responsibility of the Sierra Leone Police (SLP) and military police of the Sierra Leone 

Armed Forces to provide security, and nationally, security was perceived to be inadequate.  The 

districts that most frequently reported security as inadequate were Tonkolili (40%), Port Loko 

(58.5%), Moyamba (33%) and Koinadugu (28.6%).  One fifth of Observers reported security as 

inadequate in each of Bombali, Kambia and Bonthe districts and Western Urban Area.  

Security personnel did not man all polling stations.  This was, in some cases, because police 

training was not adequate.  In some areas anecdotal reports indicated that security personnel 

were not paid or not provided transport to travel to their designated stations and in some cases 

the distances were too far. 

For the most part, the Sierra Leone Police comported themselves professionally during the run 

off and showed a great deal of skill and patience in the handling of security situations.  At the 

polling stations security personnel were not reported to have interfered with the process. 

However it was perceived as unprofessional for some police personnel to openly jubilate on the 

announcement of the results whilst in their uniforms. 

8.1.2 Voting Process  

Generally, Observers reported that polling stations were not open on time, particularly in 

Western Area Urban.  However it was also observed that every voter who lined up had a chance 

to vote.  Also in the second round there was not as much pressure on the queues as in the first 

round.   

Few problems were reported with the polling station set up, the equipment and voting materials.  

Observers indicated that, generally, voting materials were in place, voters were identified 

properly at the stations and voters were properly inked.  ID cards were properly punched despite 

the fact that the punches provided were cheap and broke in many polling stations.  As per 

instructions, when the punches broke NEC officials cut the bottom of the voter ID card. 

NEW Observers reported that, unlike the first round, there was no significant campaigning 

around the polling stations in the second round and for the most part voting was conducted in an 

orderly way.  A few incidents of chaos and violence were reported but overall these were very 

limited and affected particular locales and a specific set of problems. 

It was further observed that: 

 Voters did not go out to vote as early in the day as they did for the Presidential and 

Parliamentary elections for three reasons.  First, there were rumours of possible violence and 

people took a „wait and see‟ attitude.  Second, voters paid attention to the civil society media 
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campaign which advised them not to go out very early.  Third, the presence of armed military 

personnel scared voters. 

 The fact that the election was held in the rainy season reduced voter turnout but those that did 

vote were enthusiastic such that they even queued in the rain. 

 Voter registration took place during school time and the election took place during the school 

holidays also reduced voter turnout. 

 The voting process at polling stations went smoothly.  The presence of Observers and party 

agents at the polls contributed to and supported the smooth flow of the process. 

8.1.3 NEC  

Reports gathered from various sources indicated that officials administered voting properly in 

most cases.  They provided for secrecy of voting, stamped the ballots properly, were generally 

neutral and managed the voting process properly.  In two districts it was reported that polling 

station staff interfered with the voting process and 37 incidents of multiple voting were reported.  

At the national meeting after the presidential run-off where informal reports from all the districts 

of the election were discussed, the consensus was that: 

 The electoral process was strong such that challenging the result would have been difficult 

even where doubts were evident. 

 The new vocabulary introduced in the process for example, database, www, website, tamper-

proof envelope, tally centers, text, analyzing etc. made it seem a complex and somehoe 

impenetrable process for ordinary Sierra Leoneans. 

 There was a marked difference in NEC‟s engagement with stakeholders from previous 

elections as NEC was more transparent. 

 There was fear of massive rigging in the Western Urban Area. 

 The high percentage of void votes was indicative of poor, uncoordinated and improper voter 

education. 

 Even though the conduct of NEC personnel in some places was ultimately disappointing, the 

overall conduct of NEC officers was satisfactory allowing the Observers access to polling 

stations and ensuring a smooth process. 

8.1.4 Participation 

Overall, NEW deployed 5,278 Observers at the 

polling stations and received 4,403 checklists 

from Observers.  See Table 3 for a summary of 

the number of polling stations reporting. 

In a very tense and highly contested second 

round of voting, the following observations were 

recorded and compiled from the Checklists received from across the nation.  Table 4 is an overall 

summary of the issues reported most often and the districts where they were reported. 

Table 3: No. of Observers Reporting 

 No. Polling Stations % 

Total # 6,157 100% 

Observed # 5,278 80% 

Reporting # 4,403 72% 
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Table 4:  Most Frequent Issues and Districts Reported 

Issue District 

Security presence was not enough All Districts 

Polling station was not open on time 
Kenema, Koinadugu, Port Loko, Tonkolili, 

Western Area Urban 

There were other voter materials missing Tonkolili 

Voters were marked by ink but not correctly Moyamba 

Staff interfered with the voting process Kenema, Western Area Rural 

The agents were not able to sign the count 
Kenema, Kono, Koinadugu, Tonkolili, Bonthe, 

Moyamba, Pujehun, Western Area Urban 

 

The role of the independent radio network also added value to the polling day election process.  

The IRN provided constant information to the public from all over the country which contributed 

to the transparency of the process.  The transfer of information also helped with problem solving. 

There was a high level of civil society participation. 375 organisations and institutions including 

community based groups participated in the NEW observation effort 

8.1.5 Incident Reporting 

Incidents were reported throughout the day as they happened.  Observers reported incidents to 

District Incident Reporting Coordinators by phone or by text message.  These incidents were also 

recorded on an Incident Reporting form and submitted to the national reporting center after 

Election Day.  As mentioned previously, this reporting system was designed to provide an on-

the-spot district level problem-solving mechanism for incidents and also allow for national post-

election incident reporting. 

Overall, 342 incidents were recorded from 

the 4,403 polling stations reporting.  Figure 

2 shows the percentage of incidents by 

district.  The districts that had a greater 

proportion of incidents compared to the 

number of polling stations were Western 

Urban (16% of polling stations, 33% of 

incidents reported), Bo and Port Loko 

(both with 9% of polling stations, 15% and 

14% of incidents reported respectively).  

The districts that had a lower proportion of 

incidents compared to the percentage of 

polling stations were Bombali (8% of 

polling stations, 2% of incidents reported) 

and Kambia (5% of polling stations, <1% 

of incidents reported). 
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Incidents were reported by type.  See Table 5 for a 

summary of the types of incidents listed on the reporting 

form.  Some incident reports listed more than one type of 

incident. 

In an analysis of the types of incidents that were reported 

by district, Figure 3 shows that chaos in the polling centre 

was the most frequent type of incident reported nationally 

(21%) followed by „other‟ (19%).  „Other” was any 

incident that was not listed on the incident reporting 

form.  For example, ballot boxes not visible, voter IDs 

not punched, party agents interference with the voting 

process and insufficient election materials.  Violation of 

voting procedures (14%) and violence in the polling 

station (12%) were the next most prevalent followed by 

intimidation and harassment (10%).  The incidents of chaos, violence and intimidation are 

reflective of the reported lack of adequate security at the polling stations.   

While incidents of violence and chaos in the stations were reported at a combined 33% of the 

total incidents, NEW noted that overall 

the numbers of incidents were few (109) 

compared to the number of voters and 

security personnel handled all incidents 

properly.   

There were 32 incidents (9%) of ballot 

box stuffing and multiple voting 

reported although media reports 

suggested the number of cases was 

much higher. 

Generally the total number of incidents 

(342) reported was low, especially considering how contentious the run-off election was.  Voters 

were more afraid of violence coming into the run-off than they were for the first round but 

overall the election was relatively violence-free.  

8.1.6 Counting 

Party agents were reported to be present in most of the polling stations observed by NEW.  For 

the most part, counting was done properly at the polling stations although in Kenema, Kono, 

Koinadugu, Tonkolili, Bonthe, Moyamba, Pujehun and Western Area Urban it was reported that 

many party agents did not sign the count.   According to Observers this was mostly due to: 

Table 5:  Types of Incidents 

A Violence 

B Intimidation and harassment 

C Polling centre closed 

D Limiting access to polling center 

E Limiting of voter's rights 

F Violation of voting procedures 

G Vote buying 

H Ballot box stuffing and multiple voting 

J Stealing or damaging of ballot box 

K Stealing or damaging of election materials 

M Improper layout of stations 

N Limiting rights of Observers 

P Chaos in the polling center 

Q Other 
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 Behaviour of some presiding officers 

 Provision not made for all party agents to sign 

 Illiterate party agents not allowed to thumb print 

 Objections raised by party agents about the count. 

 

In all cases the NEW Observers indicated that counting was open and observable and that they 

were able to sign the count.  Observers recorded vote counts at the polling stations where they 

were deployed and captured the Presidential count from the 4,408 checklists entered in the 

database.  

8.1.7 Multiple Voting and Ballot Box Stuffing 

Subsequent to the revelations by NEC of the over voting and the cancellations of the results from 

477 polling stations, an analysis of the NEW database found the following: 

 In about 3.2 % of the 4,408 polling stations from which checklists were received, more votes 

were recorded in a polling center than the number of registered voters on the NEC list  

 About 5.2 % of the observed polling stations recorded more votes in a polling station than 

registered voters recorded for that polling station  

 In 1.2 % of all the polling stations observed, more votes were recorded in a polling station 

than the maximum number of ballots issued to any polling station  

This has a historical precedent in Sierra Leone as in the 1997 and 2002 elections it was public 

knowledge that multiple voting had taken place as the number of ballots cast exceeded the 

number of registered voters.  However, what came as a surprise to the political parties and the 

electorate was that in this election there were consequences to what had been a historical pattern 

of behaviour.  This is a precedent that NEC has established and some rules and guidelines around 

these issues should be established for all stakeholders to agree on for the future.  

 

8.2 Conclusion  

Overall the Presidential run-off election went smoothly.  The main concern of voters going into 

the election was for their security and safety.  These concerns were fuelled by a highly 

competitive race and a few isolated incidents of violence leading up to the runoff.  The greatest 

weakness of the run-off reported by Observers both informally and through the incident 

reporting process and on checklists was the lack of adequate security at the polling stations.  

From all accounts this was due to administrative issues within the security force leadership as 

well as the vast area that had to be covered. Fortunately the election itself was relatively 

violence-free and the few incidents that were reported were resolved. 

NEC modified their procedures based on the August 11th first round experience which meant 

that polling officials knew their roles better.  Voting and counting procedures were followed in 

most polling stations and Observers reported only a few incidents and issues.   
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9 RECOMMENDATIONS  

Based on our observations, NEW respectfully submits the following recommendations to the 

NEC, political parties, civil society and the International Community. 

9.1 National Electoral Commission (NEC)  

 NEC to consider holding elections in dry season when preparing the electoral calendar for 

future elections.  Election Day activities were not significantly affected by the weather. 

However, the rainy season presented logistical problems for the operations of the NEC, 

political parties and Observer groups in the days leading up to the election.  

  

 Voter education efforts should be strengthened.  The NEC and political parties have an 

obligation to better inform voters about all aspects of the electoral process.  Uncoordinated 

and inconsistent voter education resulted in low levels of participation in the exhibition and 

challenges process as well as an unacceptable number of void votes. The structure that was 

established at national level for voter education should be replicated at district level to ensure 

maximum participation with district stakeholders and to strengthen voter education and civil 

society groups should be resourced through the basket fund to support coordinated voter 

education campaigns. 

 

 The Electoral Act should be revisited to include provisions that will address over-voting to 

provide clear guidelines as to the consequences to those implementing the law.  

  

9.2  Political Parties  

 Political parties must act responsibly when disseminating information to voters about the 

electoral process and participate more effectively in the voter education campaigns. NEW 

encourages candidates to lend their active support to peaceful elections in the future. 

Misstatements and misrepresentation fueled distrust and tension which led to electoral 

violence in some areas.  

  

 Political parties should take on board the PPRC code of conduct and educate their 

membership on it.    Activities of political party supporters were at times disruptive to the 

process. While it does not appear that party leaders directed these activities, the party has 

responsibility for controlling and constructively channeling the enthusiasm of its supporters.  

 

 The rule of law should be respected as the highest standard by political parties and are 

encouraged to apply themselves to it.  NEW was disappointed by the intimidation tactics of 

the political parties using their radio stations to incite party stalwarts, making inflammatory 

statements and generally behaving against the IMC code for media practitioners. 
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9.3  Civil Society 

 NEW encourages civil society organizations to develop a constructive and well-coordinated 

platform for voter education around future elections.    Voter education efforts by civil society 

could have been better coordinated at a regional level and applied at district level. 

 Civil society has to act collectively and aggressively to ensure adequate funding for voter 

education is accessed and applied to district level activities. 

 Civil society should provide the required support for electoral institutions such as the NEC, 

PPRC, and the Electoral Court to ensure successful elections. Civil Society missed 

opportunities to engage these institutions and facilitate better connections with the public.  

Working upstream with regulatory bodies and downstream with the electorate is a balanced 

response from civil society and needs to be coordinated not only nationally but also at district 

level. 

 

9.4  International Community 

 NEW encourages the International Community to sustain their support for the NEC and other 

electoral bodies and to consider providing additional support for political party agents, civil 

society and voter education efforts. This election was well managed in part because of 

international support for electoral bodies. However, other key stakeholders required 

additional support to engage the process in a constructive and effective manner.  

  

10 CONCLUSION AND FINAL THOUGHTS 

NEW commends the National Electoral Commission for doing a good job in providing a credible 

platform for free and fair elections. That this was accomplished in the highly competitive 

environment of choosing political leadership represents a new opportunity for Sierra Leoneans. 

The legitimacy of the process and results could enhance the credibility and accountability of the 

new government. This election establishes an important precedent in Sierra Leone‟s history and 

will hopefully lead citizens to demand peaceful and credible elections into the future. 

This process was not entirely peaceful except in the sense that the violence was limited and 

isolated.  It was an open and consultative process nevertheless intimidation, intolerance and fear 

of violence was pervasive across the country.  Perhaps this is a normal result in a post conflict 

society after years of war however this is something that Sierra Leoneans need to focus on.  In 

the final analysis it must be emphasized that the consequences of cheating in the voting process 

are profound and widespread.  Not only does it undermine peace and security it also 

disenfranchises voters who participated genuinely.   

NEW congratulates the people of Sierra Leone for participating effectively in the first round of 

the elections.  The second round took even more determination and patience to ensure the leaders 

the country needs are chosen in a manner that befits the collective aspirations of all Sierra 

Leoneans. 
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11 ANNEXES 

11.1 ANNEX 1 - Methodology for Presidential and Parliamentary Elections 

NEW had three objectives for the 2007 Presidential and Parliamentary elections: 

1. Deploy Observers to every polling station in the country 

2. Utilize a representative sample of polling stations and a rapid reporting system to make 

meaningful statements about the conduct of elections within 24 hours of the close of polls. 

3. Utilize NEW‟s national coverage and extensive network to capture critical incidents and 

report them to the relevant authorities in time to remedy the situation. 

NEW was able to accredit 6,100 Observers to observe the 6,163 polling stations. This was 

accomplished through a decentralized structure of district and regional teams that were supported 

by a national secretariat of civil society leaders. District and Regional Coordinators mobilized 

347 civil society organizations to ensure the objective of observing at each polling station was 

met.  In many districts, there were more members mobilized than polling stations. 

NEW selected a statistical sample of 500 polling stations that provided a representative picture 

on polling day.  Observers in these polling stations sent data on a number of key qualitative 

indicators by text message to a data base established at the NEW headquarters in Freetown.  This 

information provided the basis of the preliminary statement made by NEW at 2:00 pm on 

Sunday, August 12
th

.  Six civil society groups presented the press release which indicated that up 

to that time the process had been a credible one and the election had been free and fair.   

Incident report coordinators in every district coordinated with NEW headquarters, NEC and the 

Sierra Leone police to provide information on reports of violence, intimidation, multiple voting 

and other efforts to manipulate the election process. NEW‟s extensive network of Observers and 

supervisors alerted these incident report communicators often within moments of an occurrence. 

The open communication that NEW enjoyed with the NEC and Police permitted these authorities 

to quickly remedy problems as they arose. 

Run-Off Observation Methodology 

To enable NEW to achieve its goal of adding value to the process and enhancing the confidence 

of the electorate to participate, NEW set three objectives for the electoral process.  These 

objectives were to: 

 Deploy a trained Observer to all the polling stations in the country 

 Use a rapid reporting system to inform the preliminary report of NEW and, 

 Establish a district level problem-solving mechanism for incidents that also allows for 

national incident reporting. 
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During a two-day national forum NEW developed a series of steps to observe the elections and 

ensure accurate and immediate reporting of both incidents and results.  Lessons were learned 

during the first round and District and Regional Coordinators incorporated these lessons into a 

detailed plan, which was designed to enhance the district team‟s ability to organize and 

effectively deploy to the stations in the district.  As an outcome of this planning, NEW decided 

to:   

 Mobilise Observers to 80% of polling stations across the country 

 Strengthen the supervisory mechanism 

 Establish a representative sample to report activities and incidents quickly 

 Revise the checklist to capture data relevant to the run off and 

 Train newly accredited Observers. 

 

A new Checklist and SMS Reporting Form were created for the second round and a random 

sample of 500 polling stations was selected from the NEC list to be representative of the whole 

country for reporting purposes. The Incident Reporting Form was not changed.  

Information from the representative sample was to be sent by text message within 24 hours of the 

closing of the polls to inform the NEW preliminary press release. All Checklists were to be 

collected and entered into the database for the election to ensure a good sample from which to 

draw the conclusions for NEW‟s final report on the election process. 

With technical support from NDI, NEW established a database to capture and analyze 

information from each Observer.  Observers at priority polling stations entered information 

directly into the database by sending a text message from a mobile phone (information was 

screened for accuracy by data center personnel) or through direct data entry at the data center. 

As well as collecting data in a systematic way for reporting purposes, NEW Observers also 

observed activities and events not captured on the reporting forms.  This additional information 

was reported in a more informal way to District Coordinators. 
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ANNEX 2 - Checklist, SMS Reporting form, Incident Reporting Form 
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ANNEX 3 - Incident Reporting Instructions 

 


